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Our batteries can’t stop. won’t stop! @Androidheadlines readers named the #HuaweiP30Pro the best battery smartphone of 2019!

AH Reader’s Choice Awards: Best Battery Smartphone Of 2019 - Huawei P30 Pro

The Huawei P30 Pro is the winner of AH’s reader’s choice award for best battery smartphone aka best battery life.
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Easy as 1, 2, 3! Learn how to create a VR project in three simple steps.

1. Import your 360° images and videos.
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Travel smarter with 5G. The Beijing Daxing International Airport takes smart travel to the next level with 5G through facial ID to VIP customer identification.

5G Smart Travel Service System

Beijing Daxing International Airport is the epitome of smart travel, from 5G facial ID to VIP customer identification, RFID luggage card activation & more....
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Time to give your eyes a break 😎 Switch on #EMUI10’s Dark Mode – designed for your comfort and use.
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Have you heard of Huawei’s Smart Education Solution? Get a taste of what it’s all about. tinyurl.com/yjejc4ph

Huawei Smart Education Solution

Huawei Smart Education Solution aims to facilitate all-people and lifelong education with flexible approaches and innovative education modes from teacher-centered to student-centered. By leveraging power of ICT, the solution implements digitalized administration, educational resources sharing and diversified learning methods, bridging the gap between urban and rural areas and boosting educational equity.

Scenarios
- Online learning
- Live teaching
- Interactive teaching
- Class evaluation

Smart Education Platform
- Live classroom
- Branch classroom
- Virtual classroom
- Multimedia classroom
- Sunlight classroom

Products
- Live Classroom: Automatic people tracking and intelligent dual-directing technologies creating immersive learning experience for remote students
- LVC Teaching Platform: Convenient teaching management, massive interactive learning with mobile access anytime, anywhere.
- eLearning: Free access to learning resources and activities by mobile devices anytime, anywhere.
- eManagement: Comprehensive instruction affairs and resource management.
Look at life in a new light. The #WatchGT2 calculates the range of training intensity based on your latest fitness data. #Lifeilluminated

@Ovum’s @DHSchoolar shares his insight on the changing vendor landscape in #5G and how to gear up for deployment.

MBBF 2019: Ovum Insights on 5G
Daryl Schoolar, Practice Leader, Ovum, tells guests at MBBF 2019 about the economic potential of 5G and what new services and applications 5G will enable. So...
youtube.com

You’ve probably heard the word #5G countless times, but what does it “look like”? Take a look at Huawei’s 5G base station in Shanghai!
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Technology belongs to everyone, everywhere. #KenHu shares some of Huawei's #TECH4ALL programs that are connecting people in the worlds most underserved areas to achieve universal #digitalinclusion. @WEF

As technology advances, here's how to make sure ...

I was showing off one of our new smartphones to my friend's parents. They went through all the motions of acting impressed. Then after a few minutes of polite weforum.org
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Transfer knowledge. Inspire wisdom. Take a look at some advice for developing education in the enterprise. tinyurl.com/yzxenu7n

It is difficult to replicate successful cases of college & enterprise integration, and such collaborative education can hardly scale out.

Lack of faculty with expertise in technological industry and teaching

Insufficient integration between introductory technologies and education

No mutual acceptance between roles and responsibilities
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Looking for a phone that can handle pretty much anything? The #Nova5T might be for you! See why @TomsGuide gave the handset 4/5 stars.

Huawei Nova 5T review: The last good Huawei phone?
The Huawei Nova 5T is an effective mid-range phone that can handle pretty much anything, and it includes Google apps.
tomsguide.com
5G Tele-Operated Driving with Huawei

You don't have to be in the car to drive, change lanes or break with Huawei’s 5G tele-operated driving technology. Watch our video for more.

youtube.com

With #AI, Huawei breaks down barriers to education and empowers all learners.

#AIforGood tinyurl.com/ux0o2hd

Huawei Will Continue to Diversify Supply Chain. VP... Timothy Danks, vice president of risk management at Huawei Technologies Co., talks about the company’s prospects. Huawei recorded an 18% rise in sales to... bloomberg.com
The extradition trial of Huawei's CFO starts this month — here's what...
The highly-anticipated trial of Huawei's Meng Wanzhou kicks off on January 20. Canada's relationship with China — and with the United States — could

cnbc.com

Huawei statement regarding Meng Wanzhou [video]

colleagues and friends as soon as possible.
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DYK 65% of the data that an enterprise generates will be utilized. Discover how smart, data-driven technologies are creating a world of frictionless communication.

Need a coffee break to get away from all the noise? Skip the caffeine and enjoy active noise cancellation with the #HuaweiFreeBuds 3 to keep you focused all day long.
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#Education is the single biggest mechanism to improve lives and build communities. What a privilege to support #CollinCollege #MLKPowerLeadershipBreakfast w/ such inspiring leaders + networking w/ City of Plano TX Council Member Maria Tu & City Manager Mark Israelson #MLKDay2020
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How would a digital divide impact us? At WEF2020 Huawei Founder & CEO RenZhengfei and Hebrew University of Jerusalem Professor of History SharanLyubin discuss the future of tech and the global supply chain. Join the livestream on Tues 1/21. tinyurl.com/rzrhm2 #Davos2020
Our batteries can't stop, won't stop! Android Headline readers named the Huawei P30 Pro the best battery smartphone of 2019!

AH Reader’s Choice Awards: Best Battery Smartphone Of 2019 – Huawei P30 Pro

Hear Tim Danks discuss #5G risks and the future of security in #ICT at the NextGen Wireless Networks Summit.

5G Risks and the Future of Security in ICT
Tim Danks, Huawei Technologies USA Vice President of Risk Management
How would a digital divide impact us? At #WEF20 in Davos, Huawei Founder & CEO Ren Zhengfei and Hebrew University of Jerusalem Professor of History Yuval Noah Harari discuss the future of tech and the global supply chain. Join the livestream tomorrow. https://tinyurl.com/rszhm2
#Education is the single biggest mechanism to improve lives and build communities. It was a privilege to support the Collin College MLK Power Leadership Breakfast. Such inspiring leadership and networking with City of Plano Texas Government Council Member Maria Tu and City Manager Mark Israelson.